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Chapter

7
Basic segmentation from CT: proximal
femur
This tutorial will demonstrate how to import DICOM data from a CT scan of a dry cadaveric femur
and apply different filters and segmentation tools.

7.1 What you will learn

Image Processing

l DICOM import

l Resampling and cropping

l Image segmentation

l Using different filters

Meshing

l FE mesh generation

l Assigning material properties based on
greyscale values

l Creating custom node sets using regions
of interest (ROI)

7.2 The data
The data files for this tutorial can be found in the ProximalFemur folder within C:\Program
Files\Simpleware\Data\ - these files include all the DICOM images.

7.3 Importing and preparing the image data in Scan-
ning

7.3.1 Importing DICOM data

To import a DICOM file:

1. Start ScanIP.

2. Import the DICOM files File"Import"DICOM images (or from the Welcome screen
Import DICOM).
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3. Select the folder ProximalFemur, and click Select folder .
4. In the Import DICOM files dialog (Figure 7.1), click OK , and the Crop and resample
dialog will appear.

Figure 7.1: Import DICOM files dialog

5. In the Crop and resample dialog (Figure 7.2), review the import options for modifying the
data. For this data leave all the defaults and click OK to finalise the image import steps.

Figure 7.2: Crop and resample dialog
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Note

The Crop and resample dialog can be used to optimise how the image data is imported in
ScanIP.

l Crop : can reduce the volume of interest
l Pixel skip : basic form of downsampling the image to reduce the image resolution
l Window and level: the pixel depth (8, 12, 16 and 32bit) is preserved during the import.
Reducing the pixel depth by using the Window and Level option can also reduce the memory
usage

Typically it is recommended to import the image data without modifying any of these parameters
unless the images are too large to import in to memory.

7.3.2 Navigating and visualising the data in the 2D views

Once the DICOM data has been imported, ScanIP will look like Figure 7.3 . The Document
workspace tab contains the 2D and 3D views. In this section we will explore some of the basics of
navigating the images in the 2D view. The next section (7.3.3) will look at the initial way of visualising
the data in the 3D view.
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Figure 7.3: ScanIP after importing the DICOM images

1. Firstly to maximise the XZ slice view (top right as shown in Figure 7.3), either:

a. Click on the Expand 2D slice button , e.g. , or

b. Double left mouse click on the 2D image pane

2. To navigate to slice 333, either:

a. Type 333 in the slice number spin control, or
b. Use the mouse wheel (or left and right keyboard keys) to scroll through, or
c. Use the mouse to drag the slice position slider.

3. To zoom in to see the head of the femur in more detail, either:

a. Click and hold the middle mouse button whilst moving the mouse up and down to zoom
in and out respectively.

b. Use the + and - keyboard keys to zoom in and out respectively

4. Once zoomed in, you can pan the image by click and holding down the middle mouse button
with the Shift keyboard key also pressed. Move the mouse to pan the image up, down, left
and right.

By using these controls, try to get a result similar to Figure 7.4.

Figure 7.4: Expanding the XZ slice view and navigating to slice 333

In Figure 7.4 , you will also see some slice labels L, R , S, I, A and P which indicate the orient-
ation of the data.

Slice label Stands for Description
L Left Depicts the left-hand side of the body
R Right Depicts the right-hand side of the body
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S Superior Depicts the direction towards the head
I Inferior Depicts the direction towards the feet
A Anterior Depicts the direction towards the front of the body
P Posterior Depicts the direction towards the rear of the body

Table 1-1 Anatomical directional terms used in the slice labels for DICOM images

Note

The medical 2D slice labels for anatomical directions will only be displayed after importing
DICOM data and if the information is stored in the DICOM tags. For all other image
imports, the slice labels will display +/- X, Y and Z to indicate the image directions.

The 2D slice view labels can be disabled at any time in the ScanIP Preferences:
File"Preferences, then untick the option Display orientation labels .

5. To return to the three 2D views and 3D view display, either:

a. Click on the Expand the 2D slice button again , or

b. Double left-click on the 2D image to minimise

7.3.3 Visualising the image data in the 3D view

You will also notice that a 3D volume rendering of the data is automatically displayed in the 3D view
(Figure 7.3), allowing the background scan data to be previewed more intuitively prior to segment-
ation. By default ScanIP will automatically render background data sets of up to 200 MB. This default
can be edited within the Volume rendering settings of the ScanIP Preferences dialog
(File"Preferences).

The background volume rendering settings can also be changed to suit the needs of the user. To open
the Background volume rendering dialog, use the option in the 3D view toolbar as shown
in Figure 7.5. The dialog will open as shown in Figure 7.6.

Figure 7.5: Opening the background volume rendering settings
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Figure 7.6: Background volume rendering dialog

In the Background volume rendering dialog, presets may be chosen for a number of materials.
The volume rendering parameters may also be changed manually and custom presets can be saved.

The key parameters in the volume rendering settings are:

l Presets : provides a range of popular volume rendering presets.
l Opacity : allows the opacity of the greyscale data to be adjusted. Left click to generate a new
point in the histogram line, middle click to delete a point.

l Colour : double click on the point to change colour, and move these points to change colour
transitions.

l Auto set: provides a good set of opacity and colour functions based on the range of values
present in the image.

To improve the background volume rendering settings for this data:

1. In the Opacity mapping, left click on the Control point at [Greyscale -1024, Opacity 0%]
to select it. The control point will now be highlighted by a pink ring as shown in Figure 7.7.
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2. In the Greyscale value, type a new value of -750. This will mean all greyscale values of less
than -750 will have an opacity of 0% (e.g. transparent), thus removing the background noise.

3. Click Close . The background volume rendering of the femur will now look like Figure 7.8

Figure 7.7: Selecting a control point in the opacity mapping

Figure 7.8: The improved background volume rendering of the proximal femur

For the proximal femur, it is also suggested to view the data with the 3D view background light turned
off to increase the contrast, as shown in Figure 7.9
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Figure 7.9: Background volume rendering of the proximal femur visualised with the background light turned off

To toggle the 3D view background light on/off:

1. Maximise the 3D view by clicking View"View layout"3D only , or by double clicking

in the 3D view, or by clicking on the Expand view button .

2. Click View"3D display"Background light to turn off the 3D view background
light.

To begin the segmentation of the data:

1. Return to the default view layout by clicking View"View layout"Three 2D, 3D .

2. Turn off the volume rendering by clicking Background volume render in the 3D
view toolbar .

3. Set the background back to its default (bright) setting by clicking View"3D display"

Background light .

Note

It is also worth noting that both surface rendering (e.g. a mesh) and the volume rendering can be
viewed simultaneously.

7.3.4 Preparing the image data

It is often recommended to down-sample your data to a resolution at which small features are retained
while the overall size of the image is reduced. This will usually make the segmentation step easier due
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to lower memory requirements, reduced amount of pixels to process in the case of manual segment-
ation, and can also reduce the number of elements in the final FE mesh.

In this example we assume that a mesh consisting of 0.7 mm base elements is the highest density that
will be required from the model. Resampling can therefore be performed by assigning a new voxel size
(i.e. spacing) of 0.7 x 0.7 x 0.7 mm.

To resample the image:

1. Open the Resample dialog by clicking Image processing"Transforms"Resample

.

2. In the Resample dialog apply the settings shown in Figure 7.10
a. Set the Units to Pixel spacing (mm) with values of 0.7 x 0.7 x 0.7.
b. Choose Linear as the Background Image Interpolation method . At this stage
theMask interpolation method options are not relevant.

c. Click OK .

Figure 7.10: Resample dialog

Note

To set the spacing values, you can also simply set the first one to 0.7 mm and then click on
Cubic resampling . This will make the values in Y and Z match the X value.

Again, for memory usage purposes, it is recommended that you crop your image in order to keep the
necessary objects within the limits of your volume.
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To crop your data:

1. Open the Crop dialog (Figure 7.11) by clicking Image

processing"Transforms"Crop .

2. An easy way to determine how much you should crop is to start with the XY view and slide
through the slices to find out how many slices actually contain the object. In this case, the bone
extends from slice 1 to slice 287 approximately. This tells you how much you can crop in Z.

Note

It is not necessary to crop too close to the object, in fact it is actually preferable to leave
some space around the object unless it is a genuine cut. The reason behind this being that
the mesher will not smooth surfaces where they touch the border of the volume and will
leave them flat.

3. Repeat this for YZ view and ZX view, to find how much data can be cropped in X and Y.
4. Enter the values in the Crop dialog. In this case you can apply the following values using the
sliders or by typing in the values (as also shown in Figure 7.11):

a. X 47-185
b. Y 105-200
c. Z 0-287
d. Click OK

Note

In order to set more precise values, it is possible to first move the slider with the mouse
and then use the arrow keys on the keyboard to change the value.

The actual position of the crop is indicated by purple lines in the 2D slice views (Figure 7.11).
Make sure that the whole model is within these purple lines or boxes.

Figure 7.11: Crop dialog (left) and the crop preview in the 2D slice view(right)

Now that your data is prepared, you can save your file and begin segmenting.

To save your project:

1. Open the Save as dialog File"Save as.
2. Save the project using the name ProximalFemur.sip.

After cropping, the number of pixels in the 
model will be 138x95x287. Due to the 
restrictions of the Student licence for ScanIP, a 
model can only be exported if it is smaller than 
100x100x100 or 1,000,000 voxels. Therefore, the 
model must be resampled again to meet this 
requirement. Open the resample window and 
change the pixel spacing to 1.1x1.1x1.1. Then 
continue with the tutorial.

Phillip
Highlight
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7.4 Image processing in ScanIP

7.4.1 Segmenting regions of interest and applying different filters

Start your segmentation by applying a Threshold to set a range of greyscale values to be added to the
segmentation mask.

To use the threshold segmentation:

1. Click Image processing"Segmentation"Threshold .

2. In the Threshold pane apply the following settings (Figure 7.12):
a. Select Lower value as -590 and Upper value as 2502.
b. Set Calibration as None .
c. In theMask operation section, select Create new mask.
d. Perform on… All slices.
e. Click Apply .

Figure 7.12: Threshold pane

3. Click View"2D slice views"Transparent masks to see the underlying data
through your segmentation.
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Note

If you tick Enable in the Interactive threshold section and set the Mask operation to
Replace with mask with Perform on All slices , then by moving the upper and lower
sliders you can interactively see how the limits change the mask in the active 2D slice view.

Notice how the inside of the bone features fine structures/trabeculae (e.g. slice 0 in XY). In most
cases, you may prefer to either remove them or merge them with the rest of the bone in order to
simplify the surface. The low density nature of the bone in this trabecular region can be reflected in
the final FE model by assigning material properties based on signal strength.

A Morphological close filter will merge fine structures and add connectivity to the mask while leaving
most of the surface unchanged. This effectively simplifies the shape of the object and therefore leads
to a simpler mesh.

To apply a morphological close on mask 1:

1. Click Image processing"Morphological"Close .

2. In theMorphological - Close pane (Figure 7.13)
a. Select Apply… …on active mask.
b. Tick Cubic values to apply the same radius in X, Y and Z . Type 2 in the X radius
(pixels) box to create a Structuring element (ball) of 2 x 2 x 2 in size.

c. Click Apply to apply the filter.

Figure 7.13: Morphological - Close pane

Note

When applying this filter on a mask, make sure that the mask currently active/selected in the
Dataset browser is the one you want to apply the filter to.
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What we would like to achieve is the removal of small holes while preserving the marrow as a cavity
within the femur. The Cavity fill filter will automatically fill the cavities that are completely closed.

To apply a cavity fill filter on the mask:

1. Click Image processing"Additional"Cavity fill .

2. Click Apply .

Figure 7.14 shows the change in the mask from applying theMorphological close and Cavity
fill filters.

Figure 7.14: After threshold (left), after morphological close (middle), and after cavity fill filter (right)

7.4.2 Smoothing and removing artefacts from the data

Smoothing algorithms in ScanIP take into account partial volume effects. This means that the masks
keep the greyscale information of the background to generate more accurate and faithful surfaces.
However as the mesh smoothing algorithms are feature preserving, they will not remove surface
artefacts on the mask from sources like image noise. Therefore a smoothing image filter needs to be
applied on the mask to remove these.

Figure 7.15 shows a screenshot before and after applying the Recursive Gaussian smoothing
filter. Usually a value of 1 to 3 pixels in the given direction gives a good smoothing to start with.

To apply the Recursive Gaussian filter with binarisation:

1. Click Image processing"Smoothing"Recursive Gaussian .

2. In the Recursive Gaussian pane:
a. Select Apply… …on active mask. Make sureMask 1 is selected and is the active
mask

b. Tick Binarise in theMask smoothing operations .

c. Type in the values of 2.0 in the Gaussian sigma parameters for X, Y and Z .

d. Apply the filter.
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Figure 7.15: Difference before (left), and after (right) applying the recursive Gaussian filter

Note

The Binarisation filter can also be applied separately. On the Image processing tab, in
the Additional group, click the arrow next to Advanced filters , and then select the Binar-
isation filter .

You will notice that the femur has a hollow canal e.g. shown in the right hand image in Figure 7.14.
This is as a result of the bone marrow touching the image boundaries which leaves it as an open cavity.

As the bone marrow has significantly different material properties to the bone, we can now create a
new mask to define this region.

To create a mask (Mask 2) for the interior of the bone:

1. Click Image processing"Segmentation"Flood fill to open the Flood fill pane:
a. Select Apply… …from active mask.
b. In theMode section, select 3D.
c. In theMask operation section, select Create new mask.
d. Perform on… All slices.

2. To apply the Flood fill, left click on the marrow (e.g. 89, 37, 127 in slice 127 in XY) as shown
in Figure 7.16.

Figure 7.16: Floodfill pane and picking a seedpoint in the XY slice 127
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You have now completed the segmentation. To tidy up your model give appropriate names to the
objects created.

To rename and change the colours of the masks:

1. RenameMask 1 to Femur. (Right click on the mask name and select Rename...).
2. RenameMask 2 to Femur_Cavity.
3. Change the colour of the Femur mask by right clicking on the mask name: Change
colour"Bone.

4. Change the colour of the Femur_Cavity mask by right clicking on the mask name: Change
colour"Fat.

Save your project again either by using the menu File" Save or by clicking on the Save button
in the Quick access toolbar.

You have now created a project (a .sip file) of the proximal femur (ProximalFemur.sip). If
you would like to learn how to interactively position a CAD implant into the femur, follow (Chapter 8
“Import and positioning of CAD implant: proximal femur”). Alternatively you can continue to the
next section to learn how to create an FE mesh of the segmented proximal femur.

7.5 Meshing in ScanIP (with +FE module)

7.5.1 Creating a model for meshing

The next section will demonstrate how to create volume meshes of different sizes and how to assign
material properties.

To create a new model:

1. In the Dataset browser, right click onModels and select Create a new FE model.
2. Use a multiple selection to highlight both masks: i.e. use the [Shift] or [Ctrl] keys and left
mouse click to select Femur_Cavity and Femur .

3. Drag both masks intoModel 1 (FE, active) . The Dataset browser will now look like
Figure 7.17.
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Figure 7.17: Dataset browser after creating a new FE model

To configure the model:

1. Right click onModel 1 (FE, active) in the Dataset browser and go toModel con-
figuration... Alternatively you can double-click onModel 1 (FE, active) or use the
[Ctrl] + [M] key combination.

2. In theModel configuration dialog leave FE as yourModel type and Abaqus volume
(solid/shells) as your Export type .

3. In the General tab review and leave the default settings.
4. In the Volume meshing tab review and leave the default settings:

l The Compound coarseness slider control for the +FE Free meshing allows you to
easily control the mesh density. A value of 0 provides a consistent element edge length
based on the voxel size. Moving to the left (e.g. negative numbers) coarsens the mesh
whereas moving to the right (e.g. positive numbers) will densify the mesh.

l The meshing does not defeature your segmented masks so will always preserve small fea-
tures by automatically controlling the mesh size in these areas.

l The slider controls a combination of the advanced options including target minimum
edge length, maximum edge length and element change rate.

5. In theMaterials tab, assign different material properties to each part:
a. Select the Femur mask by clicking on the Femur tab.
b. For the Femur mask we will assign material properties based on the image intensity. A
higher greyscale value will mean a greater material modulus is assigned to the element rep-
resenting that volume. Material properties are created by setting up mapping functions
from greyscale to mass density, then from mass density to Young’s modulus and Pois-
son’s ratio.

c. Set theMaterial type to Greyscale based . A set of default values are automatically
shown. These values correspond to the published data by Rho et al1 for a proximal femur

1 J. Y. Rho, M. C. Hobatho, R. B. Ashman, Relations of mechanical properties to density and CT
numbers in human bone. Med. Eng. Phys, 17(5):347-355, 1995..
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loaded in the superior-inferior direction. In addition, the constants have been modified to
produce consistent units for the base units [mm/tonnes/secs].

d. Increase the Number of steps , i.e. the number of materials generated within the
chosen mapped range, to 10. This sets the number of materials to be created within the
mapped range. The material configuration should now look similar to Figure 7.18

Figure 7.18: Greyscale material properties for femur

Note

As you can see in Figure 7.18 there is a warning at the bottom of theModel
configuration dialog saying: Invalid material properties values
detected on this page . This indicates that the mapping function is creating
negative material properties at the lower values in the greyscale range. To avoid this
we need to move the lower boundary of the mapping to create a minimum set of
values.

e. Use the mouse to drag the red vertical bar on the graph (initially at -1024 GS) to the
right until the warning disappears For example you can set the lower bar to a greyscale of
0 by typing the value in the Start greyscale value. The material set up should now look
like in Figure 7.19. As you can see the plotted values below 0 are set as constant using
the lowest mapped value. The maximum value is set by the maximum greyscale value in
the mask (but can also be controlled by setting the End value for the upper bar).
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Figure 7.19: Greyscale material set up after removing negative densities

f. Once you have completed the setup of your material mapping functions, you may save
this material definition to file, by using the Save material definition as... button.
This allows you to use the same material definition on other models or even send the
definition to a colleague. A previously saved material definition can be loaded by using
the Load material from library button.

g. For the Femur_Cavity mask (in the Femur_Cavity tab), set theMaterial type to
Placeholder . This creates an empty material property definition for the geometry
which can be changed in the FE pre-processor.

6. In the Node sets tab we will first create a custom node set using a region of interest (ROI),
and then two node sets where the Femur and Femur_Cavity touch the Zmin
Boundary . Node sets are useful for setting up boundary conditions in the FE pre-processor:

a. Click on Add/manage selection volumes (ROI) . TheModel Configuration
dialog will close temporarily and theMesh selection regions of interest pane will
open.

b. Maximise the 3D view and ensure a Fast preview of the model is visible.

c. Click on the Ellipsoid ROI button .

d. In the 3D view, left click on the femoral head, hold down and move, then release to
create the ellipsoid. The ROI should look similar to Figure 7.20. The region can be
modified by using the arrows (to translate), ribbons (to rotate) and the orange circle (to
resize). Alternatively type in the values as shown in Figure 7.21 after expanding the Posi-
tion/Dimensions section.
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Figure 7.20: Creating a custom node set using a region of interest (ROI)

Figure 7.21: Example values for the region of interest (ROI)

e. Once you are happy with your ROI click Done in theMesh selection regions of
interest pane which will bring you back to theModel configuration dialog.

f. In the From list select Femur , then select [ROI] Ellipsoid1 from the To list.
g. Click Add node set.
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h. Repeat the process for Femur to Boundary_Zmin .
i. Repeat the process for Femur_Cavity to Boundary_Zmin . The Node sets tab
should now look like Figure 7.22.

Figure 7.22: Node sets for the femur model

7. In the Contacts tab we will use the already created ellipsoid ROI to define a surface set. Sur-
face sets can be useful for applying pressure loads for example. Also some solvers require sur-
face sets rather than node sets to apply boundary conditions.

a. In the From list select Femur , then select [ROI] Ellipsoid1 from the To list.
b. Click Add surface. The surface set is added to the Summary section.
c. Click Close to save all the settings and leave theModel configuration dialog.

7.5.2 Generating the mesh

To mesh your model:

1. To mesh your model, go to the FE model tab and click on Full model as shown in Figure
7.23. The volume mesh will be completed in approximately 1 minute depending on the speed
of your processors.

Figure 7.23: Full model command in the FE model tab

2. To view the mesh statistics, go to the Log workspace tab. This can be alternatively accessed by

clickingHome"Toolboxes"Log . The mesh statistics will be displayed as shown in
Figure 7.24.
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Figure 7.24: Log tab with the mesh statistics

Next we can visualise the mesh in the 3D view using different visualisation options.

To inspect interior elements:

1. Click View"3D clipping"Enable to activate the clip box and inspect the interior ele-
ments (Figure 7.25).

2. The position and angle of the box planes can be changed by clicking and dragging on the spher-
ical handles.

3. Reset the clip box by clicking View"3D clipping"Reset .
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4. Toggle the clip box visibility by clicking View"3D clipping"Show box

Figure 7.25: Clip box around the femur

To show 2D slices in the 3D view:

1. The slices can be turned on in the View tab, in the 3D display group, by selecting Slice
planes setup . In the Slice planes setup tool select Show Slice planes in the 3D
view

Figure 7.26: Showing the 2D slices in the 3D view: Default position of slices (1 in each orientation) (left),
and all slice views in XY plane (right)

2. The position of the slices can be changed by moving the Current slice sliders in the 2D slice
views.
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3. The orientation of the slices can be changed by changing the View orientation buttons in the
2D slice views.

4. The transparency can be changed in the Slice planes setup pane, by changing the Opacity
setting.

To toggle the visibility of masks:

1. Click View"3D display"Visibility options to open the Visualisation options
pane.

2. To make the Femur mask transparent, right click on its name in the list and change the Opa-
city setting to 0.2. The visibility of a mask can also be changed by right clicking anywhere on
that mask within the 3D view and changing the Opacity .

To visualise contacts, sets and greyscale material properties:

1. To visualise the contacts that were set up in theModel configuration dialog, select
Contact surfaces from the Surface entities drop-down list in the Visualisation
options pane.

2. To visualise the node sets, select Nodes from the Surface entities drop-down list.
3. To improve their visibility, the mesh edges may be toggled off by clicking View"3D dis-

play"Solid , or by using the [S] key on the keyboard.
4. Different examples of visualisation options are shown in Figure-.

Figure 7.27: Examples of Visualisation options of the volume mesh:
mesh - edges (left), contact surfaces - edges (middle), and node sets - solid (right)

5. To visualise the greyscale material properties as shown in Figure 7.28, selectMass density
from the Active mask’s material properties shown drop-down list in the Visu-
alisation options pane. You may need to reset the mask opacities to 1.0 if you have made
changes. Also make sure the Femur mask is set as active to allow the greyscale based material
properties to be seen.
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Figure 7.28: Example of visualisation options of the volume mesh: material properties, mass density

7.5.3 Saving and exporting the mesh

If you are happy with your mesh simply click FE model"General"Export and save your
mesh.

To save you ScanIP project file either by clicking on the Save button in the Quick access
toolbar or by following the path File"Save .
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